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Certainly, to enter a world of terror, you should not be pushed by someone. 
You should be called. You should be curious. You should  
have the heart of an explorer.

—Phillipe Petit, from Why is the Highwire  
Impossible to Resist?, 1974

Love is its own rescue; for we, at our supremist, are but its trembling emblems.

—Emily Dickinson, from a letter to  
abolitionist, writer, soldier, friend, and mentor,  
Henry Wentworth Higginson, 1863 

Because the world can be so dark, I made a room of light.

—Esmée Eliza Sherrill, North American child, 2018
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IN THE HALL of NORTH AMERICAN MAMMALS

We stand on the marble floor, on one side 
of the window. Two wolves run on the other,

Wolf calling
Wolf and crane

haunches lit by static moonlight. 
Blue light. Grey coat. Dark earth.

Wolf and fox
Wolf and girl

Legs in motion. Legs unmoving. 

Wolf in Grandma’s clothing
Wolf in sheep’s clothing

You press a hand against the glass. 
Fingers. Palm. Wrist. 
 

Wolf as witness

Steam prints rise, your breath that close. 
Yellow eyes blink, soft, flecked with black. 
 

As hero  
As protector

You press against the case—inch closer, 
 

As companion

curious, hold out your hand. 
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INTO THIS WORLD
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INTO THIS WORLD 

Yesterday it stormed.
In the white kitchen
your father—watching the clouds come in—said:

Give her some rain.

So we moved from where we sat in safety.
Let her feel the water—he said. 

So we stepped further out
—the deck’s sagging boards soft underfoot. 
I raised my shirt. 

Flesh moon to the grey sky, to the air. 
My hands on you, on me.

I thought: No—not a wall
of grey—this storm. Not keeping us  

apart but             porous.         Ours to share.

No, no longer my skin 
alone but a seam
between your world—red, liquid breath
—and mine: this storm outside.   This thunderhead.
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MOTIF

There is the miraculous birth and a girl 
who goes underground or is mired in ash, 
where she lives before being returned, 
gossamer clad. The path is safety, the woods 
wild with beasts, shadows, hags. Creatures speak. 
Their bodies songs, skins messengers—amphibious, 
plumed. There is the transom a child or prince
must cross or turn from. The giant hedge 
wraps the castle in sleep and thorns, swallows 
those who try to pass. I remember within that thicket, 
the slow decay of corpses caught in vines, in barbed wire
—prisoners whose bones never found home. Their
loved ones grieving, somewhere outside the castle walls, 
in rooms and fields, in villages—palms to faces, palms to sky.
What do I tell her of all this? What do I tell myself
now that she’s here, in this world, with us? 
She whose limbs sprout daily—new length—shoots 
so green, so long, so soon, so bent upon, so pulsing. 
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ELECTION DAY

November 2008

Long loose days inside—we step off the porch,
out from the cocoon of new life.
Campaign signs dot the walkways and yards.

My daughter of six months sits strapped to my chest.
The dog lurches ahead and nearly tips us over.

A grey sky rests, flat cap on the day.
No snow. The hillside a dying flame.

Down in the heart of town the cathedral dome 
looms. Thumb tip against the Alleghenies. 

Visual mark on the landscape
calling/recalling what—the devout?
 
The mother whose name is spoken 
only in light of the son’s?

I was born in Obama, she’ll say once she’s able.
But now—not knowing—we step out of the bingo hall. 
On two legs, on four—we step into the air.
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I BEGIN TO FORGET THE WORLD  
WITHOUT HER

In our room a forest
of breath—yours, mine, hers.
Blue scrim, night’s shadow cast over us.

Still, the breath is light
and her night noises—little birds
escaping the cage of her small lungs.

They fly—alight—around the room.     
Her moans and sighs, her coos perch
on the ceiling fan.

I pluck them off one by one, 
cup them, say:

Shh, come down.
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SNAPSHOT

Yorkshire, 1981

My mother and I sat side by side on the bus
between the village and Skipton.

She, stately in her beige trench—
herringbone buttons. Long legs, long arms. 

Hands in her lap. I loved the blue veins, 
subdermal streams, running up to her capable fingers.

Nails always half manicured. Fingers always poised—
to stretch a canvas, to cook a feast. 

Hands always gesturing. Joy/joylessness. 
Always restless. Always ready. 

To hold some book—Rich, Woolf, Walker, Plath. 
To keep us close or at a distance. 

I remember that summer, running through a patch of low brush.
The tongues of stinging nettles devoured my bare toes. 

The moment of laughter, just before. My brother beside me.
My mother’s on-again man trailing, chasing us.

I remember thick cream on milk in glass bottles that came
to our doorstep. Long, dull strolls on the heathered moors. 

The big sky always near. The ripe scent of wool. I remember 
my mother’s hands. I remember them in mine.
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THINGS THAT GO

In the bath, toy boats and planes and cars 
shift through bubbles.
Catastrophes in miniature?
What is this fist around my heart and hers?

Age won’t be stopped, nor loss.     
Yet I strike a wide stance—caped maniac—
one hand against the train’s charging engine.
 
She says: Choo-choo and I love

each syllable that lifts from her round mouth.

She sleeps. The snow a white silence.
Loose and floating. Somehow falling.

Somehow growing thick 
and heavy on the earth. 
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INHERITANCE

My grandmother’s eyes are failing her out among the saguaros. So far 
from here—our Alleghenies, our April snows. I describe you to her, 
say your eyes are blue still, at nine months—as many days in our world 
as you were in only mine. Born on the prairie, she tells me: Westerners’ 
eyes are blue, from looking up, from so much sky. The heavens so near and 
below them land—acres and miles. The vast expanse. Mountains’ white 
caps. Fence posts mark the earth like dark fingers rising up. Back East 
in Pennsylvania, we sit by the picture window. You look out—intent. 
Bouncing on my lap, a spring ready to pop. So eager for the blue, for birds 
on branches and wires, for snows. Inside our brick walls you’ve begun to 
climb—stairs, tables—all traversed. Not having learned to return things 
to their place, you unbuild. Studious in your destruction. Certain only 
of the need to tear down. You are becoming human. Child of the West, 
of the East and South. In your eyes—skyscrapers and sky. Wilson, Katz, 
and Cashion. From pavement, from Ivy walls. From prairies and taxi cabs. 
From Piedmont and mill towns long gone. From oceans. Child of the 
middle. You’ve come to tear it down. Tear it down. Tear it down.
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FUGUE

for Dorothy Wilson Peterson, 1916-2010

What I want is to see your face,  
 in a tree, in the sun coming out, 
  in the air. 
                                  —Jalal al-Din Rumi

i.

I step a blue heel onto the desert
moving toward her. There are stars,
of course, and flesh between. 
Thick glove of space—elemental thread.

Inside some cactus fruit I can’t find, 
she waits. My arms glow moon white 
searching—Don’t go.

ii.

One step, another step. It moves so thick
and slow—limbs under water.

Lipstick in purse,
bright on thin lip. 

Sweet—powder, cloth.

She lay there all night: this (one) night, 
that (two). Then four. I want—I want—
beating at the door. 
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iii.

Blue bird. Yellow bird. Red bird. 
You never got to touch my child, 
land your papery hand on her corn silk hair
—her eyes, your eyes. Blue bird.

iv.

I read to you that night 
over the thinnest of lines—

I want to be with Moses.
And the bells rang inside your tin breath
rising, your wooden breath falling. 
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CONVERSION

The baby stirs at six, next to me
—wide-eyed, perched.

Lungs cycling air, slender ribs. 
My hand across her chest, an anchor.

We fall back to sleep. I dream my shell-self
full, dream god is here. Wake up.

What moves behind her closed eyes—my face? 
The smell of her room? The robin’s clutch
(she points to) in the corner on our front porch?
 
Today one tried the edge of its mother’s nest.

So someday she will reach
beyond this house, beyond my five-finger hold.
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MIGRANT

for Armando Sosa, my mother’s partner 

Esmée rests—sure, along your brown arm
like a white doll.           What do you want to be called?

She is calm. You are calm, holding her—having held your own:
Luis, Alej, Juan Pablo, Orfania.     What should she call you?

To them you were Papi—once they could propel the syllables 
from their small lungs, looking up from the floor on stout legs. 

They call you Papi still. Now from a great distance. 
Now tall and walking the earth all on their own.

How about Mando, you say. Mando, como un mundo. 
Like a world—revised,       I think:

How one sound changes everything—on either side. 
How one date can        (mean passage).
How one foot can        (cross and not return).

So you are Mando now, to her. World. Name.
Distinction—mine, yours—declaration—theirs, ours—claim.


